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Abstract: We present a method for tempo estimation from audio recordings based on signal processing
and peak tracking, and not depending on training on ground-truth data. First, an accentuation curve,
emphasizing the temporal location and accentuation of notes, is based on a detection of bursts of
energy localized in time and frequency. This enables the detection of notes in dense polyphonic
texture, while ignoring spectral fluctuation produced by vibrato and tremolo. Periodicities in the
accentuation curve are detected using an improved version of autocorrelation function. Hierarchical
metrical structures, composed of a large set of periodicities in pairwise harmonic relationships, are
tracked over time. In this way, the metrical structure can be tracked even if the rhythmical emphasis
switches from one metrical level to another. This approach, compared to all the other participants to
the Music Information Retrieval Evaluation eXchange (MIREX) Audio Tempo Extraction competition
from 2006 to 2018, is the third best one among those that can track tempo variations. While the two
best methods are based on machine learning, our method suggests a way to track tempo founded on
signal processing and heuristics-based peak tracking. Moreover, the approach offers for the first time
a detailed representation of the dynamic evolution of the metrical structure. The method is integrated
into MIRtoolbox, a Matlab toolbox freely available.
Keywords: tempo; meter; accentuation curve; periodicity; autocorrelation

1. Introduction
Detecting tempo in music and tracking the evolution of tempo over time is a topic of research
in Music Information Retrieval (MIR) that has been extensively studied in recent decades. Recent
approaches based on deep learning have contributed to an important progress in the state of the
art [1,2]. In this paper, we present a method that relates to a more classical approach based on signal
processing and heuristics-based data extraction. This classical approach generally detects in a first step
the temporal repartition of notes, leading to an accentuation curve (or onset detection curve) that is
further analyzed, in a second step, for periodicity estimation.
The new proposed method is aimed at improving on those successive steps constituting the
classical approach. First, a method for accentuation curve is developed, based on a detection of bursts
of energy localized in time and frequency. This enables better emphasis of notes in dense polyphonic
texture, while ignoring spectral fluctuation produced by vibrato and tremolo. Second, periodicity
detection is performed using an improved version of autocorrelation function. Finally, hierarchical
metrical structures, composed of a large set of periodicities in pairwise harmonic relationships, are
tracked over time in parallel. In this way, the metrical structure can be tracked even if the rhythmical
emphasis switches from one metrical level to another. A selection of core metrical levels enables
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the estimation of meter and tempo. Moreover, the tracking along many metrical levels in parallel
enables a detailed description of the dynamic evolution of the metrical structure: not only how the
whole structure speeds up or slows down with respect to global tempo, but also how individual
metrical levels might be emphasized at particular moments in the music. To provide an indication of
metrical activity that would not focus solely on tempo, we introduce a new measure, called dynamic
metrical centroid, which takes into consideration the rhythmical activity at the various metrical levels.
The overall structure of the proposed method is schematized in Figure 1.
This approach, compared to all the other participants to the Music Information Retrieval Evaluation
eXchange (MIREX) Audio Tempo Extraction competition from 2006 to 2018, is the third best one among
those that can track tempo variations. While the two best methods are based on machine learning, our
method suggests a way to track tempo founded on signal processing and heuristics-based peak tracking.
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Figure 1. Overall structure of the proposed method, with pointers to section numbers.

We previously briefly presented the principles of the approach [3] and more recently described
the method in more details [4]. This paper discusses the state of the art in more details, provides a more
detailed and accurate description of the proposed method, and provides an extended bibliography of
the MIREX Audio Tempo Extraction competition [5].
2. Related Work
2.1. Accentuation Curve
The estimation of tempo starts from a temporal description of the location and strength of events
appearing in the piece of music, leading to an “onset detection curve”, also called accentuation curve [6].
Musical events are indicated by peaks; the height of each peak is related to the importance of the
related event.
2.1.1. Classical Methods
The various methods for estimation of this accentuation curve mainly differ in the way this
energy or difference of energy is observed. Envelope-based approaches globally estimate the energy
for each successive temporal frame without considering its spectral decomposition along frequencies;
spectral-flux methods estimate the difference of energy over successive frames on individual frequencies,
and further summed together [7,8]. Both approaches would work in the case of sequences made of
notes sufficiently isolated or accentuated with respect to the background, corresponding to short bursts
of energy separated by low-energy transitions, as in simple percussive sequences. Indeed, in such case,
the resulting envelope and spectral flux would show each percussive event with a peak. This can be
seen for instance, in Figure 2, on the left side.
On the contrary, for dense musical sequences featuring overlapped notes, such as complex
orchestral sounds, the spectral-flux method better distinguishes the attack of individual notes, provided
that the different notes occupy distinct frequency bands. Minor energy fluctuation along particular
frequencies may blur the resulting accentuation curve, hindering the detection of note attacks. The use
of thresholding can filter out energy fluctuation on constant frequency bands (such as tremolo) so that
only significantly high energy bursts related to note attacks are selected. Still, energy fluctuating in
frequency, such as vibrato, may still add noise to the resulting accentuation curve. This can be seen in
Figure 2, on the right side.
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Figure 2. Accentuation curves extracted from the first seconds of a performance of the 3rd movement of C.P.E. Bach’s Concerto for cello in A major, WQ 172 (left) and
the Aria of J.S. Bach’s Orchestral suite No.3 in D minor, BWV 1068 (right), using the envelope-based (first row), spectral-flux (second row) and the proposed localized
(third row) methods, with the corresponding detailed spectrogram (last row).
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2.1.2. Localized Methods
To detect significant energy bursts on highly localized frequency ranges but still filter out the
artifacts due to the possible frequency fluctuation along time of such localized events, it is necessary to
add some tracking capability. The approach presented by [9] can be considered to be an answer to
this problem. From a spectrogram of frame length 46.44 ms (frequency resolution 21.53 Hz) and hop
11.61 ms, rapid increases of amplitude are searched for on individual frequency components. For each
detected onset is evaluated its “degree of onset", defined as the rapidity of increase in amplitude.
More precisely the method searches for particular frequency components f at a particular time
frame t, where the two following conditions are reached:
1.

The power of the spectral component at frequency f and time t, denoted p(t, f ), is higher than
the power around the previous time frame at similar frequency:
p(t, f ) > pp(t, f )

(1)

where pp is defined as follows:
pp(t, f ) = max

2.

max

f 0 ∈[ f −1, f +1]

p(t − 1, f 0 ), p(t − 2, f )



(2)

We propose to call this time-frequency region associated with pp(t, f ) contextual background at
time t and frequency f . This is illustrated in Figure 3.
The power at next time frame and similar frequency np is higher than the power in the contextual
background:
np(t, f ) > pp(t, f )
(3)
where np is given by the following definition:
np(t, f ) =

min

f 0 ∈[ f −1, f +1]

p(t + 1, f 0 )

(4)
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Figure 3. Comparison between the method in [9] (left) and our proposed method (right), for the
comparison of a given spectrogram amplitude p(t, f ) at time t and frequency f with amplitudes from
previous (and next) frames.

If p is an onset, its degree of onset is given by
do (t, f ) = max( p(t, f ), p(t + 1, f )) − pp(t, f )

(5)

For a given instant t, the degrees of onset are summed over the frequency components, resulting
in an onset curve.
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2.2. Periodicity Analysis
A pulsation corresponds to a periodicity in the succession of peaks in the accentuation curve.
Classical signal-processing methods estimate periodicity using methods such as autocorrelation,
YIN [10], bank of comb-filter resonators with a constant half-time [11] or phase-locking resonators [12].
(Cf. [6] for a detailed literature review.) Basically, a range of possible periodicity frequencies is
considered, and for each frequency, periodicity is searched for.
Klapuri et al. consider that “the key problems in meter analysis are in measuring the degree
of musical accentuation and in modeling higher-level musical knowledge, not in finding exactly
the correct period estimator” [6]. They point out however a specific feature offered using a bank of
comb-filter resonators, namely that high scores are given not only to the actual periods expressed in the
input accentuation curve, but also to subharmonics of these periods. For instance, for a simple pulse of
period 1 s—corresponding to a tempo of 60 beats per minute (BPM)—all methods (autocorrelation
function, bank of resonators) give high scores to periods related to 1 s and all its multiples: 2 s (30 BPM),
3 s (20 BPM), etc.; but bank of resonators also give high scores to subharmonics such as 0.5 s (120 BPM),
0.33 s (180 BPM), 0.25 and 0.75 s, etc. In our view, the addition of hypothetical faster pulsations are
not informative if they do not explicitly appear in the input sequence, and especially if they could
contradict with the actual metrical structure.
On the other hand, one main disadvantage of autocorrelation function is the fact that it does not
explicitly look for periodic events in the input sequence of period T, but only to the prominence of pairs
of high values in the input sequences separated by the duration T. Periodic sequences of period T
lead to high prominence of duration T, but the reverse is not true: pairs of pulses of duration T can
populate a sequence without being necessarily periodic. For instance, a 4-beat periodic pattern with
accentuation of the first and fourth beat leads to a high score for the 4-beat period, but also for the
3-beat period, although the latter is not periodic. We propose in Section 3.2 a way to filter out these
non-periodic high scores in the autocorrelation function.
In the following, we will call periodicity function the representation, such as autocorrelation
function, showing the periodicity score related to each possible period (also called lag in autocorrelation
functions) expressed in seconds, or alternatively each possible frequency in Hz. Since the analysis
is performed on a moving window, all periodicity functions can be grouped into one representation
called periodogram. If the periodicity function is an autocorrelation function, this can be also called
autocorrelogram. An example of autocorrelogram is shown in Figure 4, where each column displays
an autocorrelation function computed on a time window of 5 s, which progressively scans the audio
recording from beginning to end.
It has been asserted that accentuation curves need to be estimated on several distinct registers—5
according to Scheirer [11] and Klapuri suggest even up to 40 different bands [6]—and that periodicity
needs to be estimated on each register separately. This method would particularly work in the case
of complex musical examples where the main pulsation can be extracted on a particular register
frequency region. This multi-band strategy was possibly designed to counteract some limitations of
the classical methods for accentuation curve: because they fail to produce clear accentuation curves for
complex polyphony, a decomposition into frequency bands might produce clearer accentuation curves.
However, for musical examples where the pulsation is scattered along various frequency bands, this
method would not offer any particular advantage and could even fail to catch that periodicity.
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Figure 4. Autocorrelogram for the first minutes of a performance of Antonio Bazzini’s Dance of the
Goblins. In each frame—i.e., column—, the highest peak of the autocorrelation function is highlighted.

2.3. Metrical Structure
In the presence of a given pulsation in the musical excerpt that is being analyzed—let’s say with
a BPM of 120, i.e., with two pulses per second—the periodicity function will indicate a high periodicity
score related to the period 0.5 s. But generally, as previously discussed, if there is a pulsation at a given
tempo, multiples of the pulsation can also be found that are twice slower (1 s), three times slower, etc.
For that reason, the periodicity function usually shows a series of peaks equally distant, corresponding
to multiples of a given period. This can be seen for instance in Figure 4. This harmonicity of the rhythm
periodicity has close connections with the notion of metrical structure in music, with a hierarchical
ordering of rhythmical values such as whole notes, half notes, quarter notes, etc.
One common approach to extract tempo from the periodicity function is to select the highest peak,
within a range of beat periodicities considered to be most adequate, typically between 40 and 200 BPM,
with a weighted emphasis on a range of best perceived periodicities. Studies have designed so-called
“resonance curves” that weight the periodicity score depending on the period, so that periods around
120 BPMs would be preferred [13,14]. This approach fails when tracking the temporal evolution
of tempo over time, especially for pieces of music where different metrical levels are emphasized
throughout the temporal development. For instance, if at a given moment of the piece of music, there
is an accentuated quarter-note pulsation followed by an accentuated eighth-note pulsation, the tempo
tracking will switch from one BPM value to another one twice faster, although the actual tempo might
remain constant. And as we may imagine, such shift from one metrical level to another is very frequent
in music. Figures 4 and 5 show an example of analysis using this simple method.
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Figure 5. Tempo curve based on the peaks found using the simple method presented in the previous
figure. As we can see, there is a constant switch between different metrical levels.

In [6], three particular metrical levels are considered to be core elements of the metrical structure:
•
•

•

The tactus is considered to be the most prominent level, also referred as the foot-tapping rate or
the beat. The tempo is often identified with the tactus level.
The tatum—for “temporal atom”—is considered to be the fastest subdivision of the metrical
hierarchy, such that all other metrical levels (in particular tactus and bar) are multiples of that
tatum.
The bar level or other metrical levels considered to be related to change of chords, melodic or
rhythmic patterns, etc.

Klapuri et al. propose a method to track meter by modeling dependencies between successive
instants [6]. In our view, one major interest of this approach is that it is based on a tracking of
parallel metrical levels, namely the three main metrical levels discussed previously —tatum, tactus
and bar level—which they propose to call respectively levels A, B and C. More precisely, the period
associated with each of the three levels, τ A , τ B and τ C , are tracked in parallel along time, frame by
frame. The proposed Hidden Markov Model is designed in such a way that the period at each level is
conditioned by the period at the same level on the previous frame. Moreover, τ C is probabilistically
constrained to be an integer multiple of τ B and τ B to be an integer multiple of τ A . Finally, the values of
the three periods (τ A , τ B , τ C ) at a given frame are also conditioned by the periodicity function s at that
frame, in the form of a state-conditional observation likelihoods p(s|τ A , τ B , τ C ), which is evaluated
from a database of musical recordings where the meter has been hand-labeled.
In our view, one main limitation of this approach is that the tracking is based on the existence of
three definite metrical levels (tatum, tactus and bar level) that are supposed to stabilize on particular
metrical levels. In a large range of music, there is not necessarily a clear emergence of three core levels.
The tatum is considered (and modeled) as the minimal subdivision such that each other metrical level
is a multiple of that elementary level, but this canonic situation does not describe all metrical cases: for
instance, binary and ternary subdivisions often coexist, as we will see for instance in Section 5.
Another limitation of the use of a Hidden Markov Model is that this requires extensive training and
specification of particular statistics, such as the prior period distribution for each metrical level (tatum,
tactus and bar level) and the probability distribution of the transition between successive frames.
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2.4. Deep-Learning Approaches
Recent deep-learning approaches start from the computation of a spectrogram, eventually
followed by a filtering that emphasizes the contrast between successive frames, along each different
frequency [1]. In [1], the successive frames of the spectrogram are then fed into a Bidirectional Long
Short-Term Memory (BLSTM) Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). This network can be understood as
performing both the detection of events based on local contrast and the detection of periodicity in the
succession of events, along multiple metrical levels. This is followed by a Dynamic Bayesian Network
that plays a similar role as the HMM, tracking pulsation along two metrical levels (corresponding to
beats and downbeats). In [2], the whole process consists of feeding the spectrogram to a convolutional
neural network (CNN).
3. Proposed Method
The proposed method introduces improvements in the successive steps forming the traditional
procedure for metrical analysis presented in Sections 2.1–2.3. A modification of the localized method for
accentuation curve estimation enables better emphasis of note onsets in challenging audio recordings
such as polyphony with vibrato and tremolo (Section 3.1). Periodicity detection is performed using a
modified version of autocorrelation function (Section 3.2).
Moreover, we introduce a new methodology for tracking the metrical structure along a large
range of periodicity layers in parallel. The tracking of the metrical structure is carried out in two steps:
1.

2.

a tracking of the metrical grid featuring a large range of possible periodicities (Section 3.3). Instead
of considering a fix and small number of pre-defined metrical levels, we propose to track a larger
range of periodicity layers in parallel.
a selection of core metrical levels, leading to a metrical structure, which enables the estimation of
meter and tempo (Section 3.4).

3.1. Accentuation Curve
The proposed method for the inference of the accentuation curve follows the same general
principle of the model introduced in [9], detecting and tracking the apparition of partials locally in the
spectrogram, as explained in Section 2.1. In our case, the spectrogram is computed for the frequency
range below 5000 Hz and the energy is represented in the logarithmic scale in decibel.
We use different parameters for the specification of the temporal scope and the frequency width
of the contextual background. In [9], the frequency width is 43 Hz and the temporal depth 23 ms.
After testing on a range of musical styles, we chose a frequency width of 17 Hz and a temporal depth
of 40 ms (Figure 3). (The parameters indicated in our previous paper [4] were inaccurate.) By enlarging
the temporal horizon of the contextual background, this enables filtration of tremolo effects and to focus
on more prominent increase of energy.
In the proposed model, the second condition for onset detection specified in [9] —namely, that the
energy on the frame succeeding the current one should be higher than the contextual background—is
withdrawn, for the sake of simplicity. That constraint seems aimed at filtering out bursts of energy
that are just one frame long, but bursts that are two frames long would not be filtered out. We might
hypothesize that short bursts of energy might still be perceived as events.
Finally, the degree of onset is different from the one proposed in [9]. Instead of conditioning the
degree of onset to the increase of energy with respect to the contextual background, we propose to
condition it to the absolute level of energy:
do (t, f ) = p(t, f )

(6)
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This is because a burst of energy of a given level p(t, f ) might be perceived as strong, and could
contribute therefore to the detection of a note onset, even if there was a relatively loud sound in the
frequency and temporal vicinity. This modification globally improved the results in our tests.
In our proposed method, the accentuation curve shows more note onsets than in [9]. This leads
to a more detailed analysis of periodicity and a richer metrical analysis. This allows sometimes the
discovery of the underlying metrical structure that was hidden under a complex surface and was not
detected using [9].
3.2. Periodicity Analysis
Tempo is estimated by computing an autocorrelogram with a frame length of 5 s and hop factor
5%, for a range of time lags between 60 ms and 2.5 s, corresponding to a tempo range between 24
and 1000 BPM. The autocorrelation curve is normalized so that the autocorrelation at zero lag is
identically 1.
A peak picking is applied to each frame of the autocorrelogram separately. The beginning and
the end of the autocorrelation curves are not taken into consideration for peak picking as they do
not correspond to actual local maxima. A given local maximum will be considered to be a peak if its
distance with the previous and successive local minima (if any) is higher than 5% of the total amplitude
range (i.e., the distance between the global maximum and minimum).
As discussed in Section 2.2, one important problem with autocorrelation functions is that a lag
can be selected as prominent because it is found often in the signal although the lag is not repeated
successively. We propose a simple solution based on the following property: For a given lag to
be repeated at least twice, the periodicity score associated with twice the lag should have a high
probability score as well. These heuristics can be implemented as a single post-processing operation
applied to the autocorrelation function, removing any periodicity candidate for which there is no
periodicity candidate at around twice its lag.
3.3. Tracking the Metrical Grid
The metrical structure is tracked over time along several metrical levels. But instead of focusing
on three particular levels such as the decomposition tatum/tactus/bar level formalized in [6], we
propose to consider the problem in a more general framework, by tracking virtually any possible
periodicity layer in parallel.
3.3.1. Principles
The tracking of the metrical levels is done in two successive steps:
•
•

We first select a large set of periodicities inherent to the metrical structure, resulting in what we
propose to call a metrical grid, where individual periodicities are called layers.
We select, among those metrical layers, core metrical levels, where longer periods are multiple of
shorter periods. Each other layers of the metrical grid is a multiple or submultiple of one metrical
level. One metrical level is selected as the most prevalent, for the determination of tempo.

For each metrical layer i, its tempo Ti (meaning the tempo related to the metrical grid by tapping
on that particular metrical layer) and period τi are directly related to the tempo T1 and period τ1 of the
reference layer i = 1:
T
Ti = 1 , τi = τ1 i
(7)
i
For instance, the tempo at metrical layer 2 is twice slower than the one at metrical layer 1. Although
tempo can change over time, the ratio between tempi related to the different metrical periodicities
remain constant and Equation (7) remains valid.
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The tracking of the metrical grid over time requires a management of uncertainty and noisy data.
Periodicity lags measured in the autocorrelogram do not exactly comply with the theoretical lags given
by Equation (7). For that reason, for each successive frame n, each metrical layer i is described by both:
•
•

theoretically, the temporal series of periods τi (n) related to metrical layer i knowing the global
tempo given by τ1 (n);
practically, the temporal series of lags ti (n) effectively measured at peaks locations in the
autocorrelation function.

In the graphical representation of the metrical structure, both actual and theoretical periods are
shown: the temporal succession of the theoretical values at a given metrical layer is shown with a line
of dots, whereas the actual periods are indicated with crosses that are connected to the theoretical dot
with a vertical line. For instance in Figure 6, we see a superposition of metrical layers, each with a label
indicated on the left side, starting from layer 0.25 up until layer 4, with also a layer 4.25 appearing
around 30 s after the start of the excerpt.
3.3.2. Procedure
The theoretical periods are inferred based on the measured periods, as we will see in Equation (17).
The integration of peak into the metrical grids is done in three steps, related to the extension of metrical
layers already registered, the creation of new metrical layers and finally the initiation of new metrical
grids. In the following the three steps are presented successively.
For each successive time frame n, peaks in the periodicity function (as specified in Section 3.2)
are considered in decreasing order of periodicity score. This is motivated by the observation that
strongest periodicities, corresponding generally to important metrical levels, tend to show a more
stable dynamic evolution and are hence more reliable guides for the tracking of the metrical structure.
Weaker autocorrelation peaks, on the contrary, may sometimes result from a mixture of underlying
local periodicities, hence might tend to behave more erratically. For each frame, the strongest peaks
first considered enable a first estimation of the tempo T1 (n) at that frame, which will be used as a
reference when integrating the weaker periodicities.
Each peak related to a period (or lag) t is tentatively mapped to one existing metrical layer i. We
consider two ways to estimate the distance between current peak t and a given metrical layer i: either
by comparing current peak lag t with the actual lag of the peak associated with this metrical layer i at
previous frame n − 1:
d1 (t, i ) = |t − ti (n − 1)|
(8)
or by comparing current peak lag t with the theoretical lag at that metrical layer i knowing the
global tempo:
d2 (t, i ) = |t − τi (n)|
(9)
For low lag values, small difference in time domain can still lead to importance difference in
tempo domain. For that reason, an additional distance is considered, based on tempo ratio:

d3 (t, i ) = log2

t
τi (n)


(10)

The distance between current peak t and a given metrical layer i can be then considered to be the
minimum of the two distances on the time domain:
d(t, i ) = min(d1 (t, i ), d2 (t, i ))

(11)

and the closest metrical layer i∗ can be chosen as the one with minimal distance:
i∗ = arg min d(t, i )
i

(12)
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Figure 6. Autocorrelation-based periodogram with tracking of the metrical structure for the first 140 s of a performance of the first movement of J. S. Bach’s Brandenburg
Concerto No. 2 in F major, BWV 1047. Each metrical layer is indicated by a line of crosses extending from left to right, and preceded by a number indicating the index of
the metrical layer. When the line is interrupted at particular temporal regions, the remaining dotted line represents the temporal tempo at that layer. Metrical levels
are shown in black, while other metrical layers are shown in gray. See the text for further explanation.
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If this metrical period has already been assigned to a stronger peak in current frame n, this weaker
peak t is discarded for any further analysis. In other cases, its integration to the metrical period i∗ is
carried out if it is close enough, both in time domain (d(t, i )) and in tempo domain (d3 (t, i )):
d(t, i ) < δ and d3 (t, i ) < e

(13)

In a second step, we check whether the periodicity peak triggers the addition of a new metrical
layer in that metrical grid:
•

For all the slower metrical layers i, we find those that have a theoretical period that is in integer
ratio with the peak lag t:

min

τi (n)
mod 1, 1 −
t



τi (n)
mod 1
t



<e

(14)

where e is set to .02 if no other stronger peak in the current time frame n has been identified with
the metrical grid, and else to .1 in the other case.

•

If we find several of those slower periods in integer ratio, we select the fastest one, unless we find
a slower one with a ratio defined in Equation (14) that would be closer to 0.
Similarly, for all the faster metrical layers, i we find those that have a theoretical pulse lag that is
in integer ratio with the peak lag:

min

•
•

t
mod 1, 1 −
τi (n)



t
mod 1
τi (n)



<e

(15)

If we have found both a slower and a faster period, we select the one with stronger
periodicity score.
This metrical layer, of index i R , will be used as reference onto which the new discovered metrical
layer is based. The new metrical index i∗ is defined as:


t
i = iR ∗
τi (n)
∗


(16)

Finally, if the strongest periodicity peak in the given time frame n is strong enough (with periodicity
score above a certain threshold θ) and is not associated with any period of the metrical grid(s) currently
active, a new metrical grid is created, with a single metrical period (with i = 1) related to that peak.
All active metrical grids are tracked in parallel. A metrical grid stops being further extended
whenever there in no peak in the given frame that can extend any of the dominant periods. Mechanisms
have also been conceived to fuse multiple grids whenever it turns out that they belong to a
single hierarchy.
The global tempo associated with the metrical grid is updated based on the actual lags measured
along the different metrical periods in the current frame n. For each metrical period i and for the peak
lag ti associated with it, we obtain a particular estimation of the global lag (i.e., the lag at periodicity
index 1), namely tii . We can then obtain a global estimation of the global lag by averaging these tempo
estimations at different periods, using as a weight the autocorrelation score si of those peaks:
t

τ1 (n) =

∑i∈ D si ii
∑i ∈ D si

(17)

Not all metrical periods are considered, because there can be a very large number of those,
and many of the higher periods provide only redundant information that tends to be unreliable.
For that reason, a selection of the most important—or dominant—metrical periods is performed,
corresponding to the set D in previous equation. Each time a new metrical grid is initiated, the first
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metrical period (i = 1) is considered to be dominant. Any other metrical period i becomes dominant
whenever the last peak integrated is strong (i.e., with an autocorrelation score higher than a given
threshold θ) and if the reference metrical period upon which layer i is based is also dominant.
The actual updating of the global tempo is somewhat more complex than the description given in
the previous paragraph, because we consider the evolution of the tempo from the previous frame to
the current frame, and limit the amplitude of the tempo change up to a certain threshold. This enables
a certain kind of “inertia” to the model such that unrelated periodicities in the signal will not lead to
sharp discontinuities in the tempo curves.
Values used for some parameters defined in this section: δ = 0.07, e = 0.2, θ = 0.15.
3.4. Metrical Structure
The metrical grids constructed by the tracking method presented in the previous paragraph are so
far made of a mere superposition of metrical periods. The ratio number associated with each metrical
level should be considered relatively. For instance, the value 1 has no absolute meaning, it is arbitrarily
given to the first level detected. Level 1.5 is 3 times slower than level 0.5. For each metrical grid,
one or several of its metrical periods have been characterized as dominant because of their salience
at particular instants of the temporal development of the metrical grid, and because such selection
offers helpful guiding points throughout the temporal tracking of the metrical grid. Yet these selected
dominant metrical periods simply highlight particular articulation of the surface and do not necessarily
relate to the core metrical levels of the actual metrical structure.
A metrical structure is composed of a certain number of metrical levels: they are particular periods
of the metrical grid that are multiple of each other. For instance, in a typical meter of time signature
4/4, the main metrical level is the quarter note, the upper levels are the half note and the whole note,
the lower levels are the eighth note, the sixteenth note, and any other subdivision by 2 of these levels.
In the same example, dotted half note (corresponding to three quarter notes) is related to one metrical
period in the metrical grid, because it is explicitly represented in the autocorrelation function as a
possible periodicity, but it is not considered to be a metrical level.
In the graphical representations shown in Figures 6–8, the metrical levels are shown in black
while the other metrical layers are shown in gray.
The metrical structure offers core information about meter. In particular, tempo corresponds to beat
periodicity at one particular metrical level. In a typical meter, the main metrical level could be used as
the tempo reference. In our example, with a typical time signature 4/4, the tempo could be inferred by
reporting the period at the metrical level corresponding to the quarter note. However, in practice, there
can be ambiguity related to the actual meter, and especially related to the choice of the main metrical level.
For each metrical periodicity i can be associated a numerical score Si , computed as a summation
across frames of the related periodicity score si,n for each frame n. The metrical periodicities i are
progressively considered in decreasing order of score Si as potential metrical levels.
In a first attempt, we integrate all possible periodicities as long as they form a coherent metrical
structure. The metrical structure is initially made of one single metrical level corresponding to the
strongest periodicity. Each remaining metrical period P, from strongest to weakest, is progressively
compared with the metrical levels of the metrical structure, in order to check that for each metrical
level L, P has a periodicity that is a multiple of L, or the reverse. In such case, P is integrated into the
metrical structure as a new metrical level.
This method may infer incorrect metrical structures in the presence of a strong accentuated
metrical period that is not considered to be a metrical level. This often happens in syncopated rhythm.
For instance, a binary 4/4 meter with strong use of dotted quarter notes could lead to strongest
periodicities at the eighth note (let’s set this period to i = 1), dotted quarter note (i = 3) and whole
note (i = 8). One example is the rhythmical pattern 123-123-12, 123-123-12, etc. In such case, if the
periodicities related to dotted quarter note (i = 3) is stronger than the periodicities related to whole
note (i = 8), the first method would consider the meter to be ternary, of the form 6/8 for instance.
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Figure 7. Autocorrelation-based periodogram with tracking of the metrical structure for the first 160 s of a performance of the Scherzo of L. van Beethoven’s Symphony
No. 9 in D minor, op.125, using the same graphical conventions as in Figure 6. As before, numbers, indicating metrical layer indices, are displayed where the metrical
layers are first detected. For instance, layer 0.5, corresponding to the binary division of layer 1, appears at 40 s.
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Figure 8. Autocorrelation-based periodogram with tracking of the metrical structure for the first 2 minutes of a performance of the Allegro con fuoco of A. Dvorak’s
New World Symphony, Symphony No. 9 in E minor, op. 95, B.178, using the same graphical conventions as in Figure 6.
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To solve the limitation of the first method, a more elaborate method constructs all possible metrical
structures, with metrical levels taken from the series of metrical periods from the input metrical grid.
To each metrical structure is associated a score obtained by summing the score related to each selected
level. The metrical structure with highest score is finally selected. In our example, alternative metrical
structures are constructed, both for ternary rhythm—with metrical levels (1, 3, 6), or (1, 3, 9), etc.—and
for binary rhythm—(1, 2, 8), (1, 2, 4, 8), etc. If the periodicity corresponding to i = 8 is sufficiently
strong, the binary rhythm will be chosen by the model. Although i = 3 is stronger than i = 8,
the combination (1, 2, 8), for instance, can be stronger than the combination (1, 3, 6).
The resulting metrical structure is made of a combination of metrical levels, i.e., a subset (i1 , i2 , . . .)
of the metrical periods of the metrical grid. One metrical level i R needs to be selected as reference
level for the computation of tempo. After weighting the periodicity function with a “resonance
curve” [13,14] in order to highlight the periodicities that are perceptually the most salient—as explained
in Section 2.3—the global maximum is selected. In the proposed approach, we used the resonance
curve proposed by [13], giving as input the median periodicity related to each metrical level.
4. Experiments
4.1. Evaluation Campaigns Using Music with Constant Tempo
The original algorithm was submitted to the Audio Tempo Extraction competition under the
MIREX annual campaign [5,15,16]. This evaluation is made using 160 30-s excerpts of pieces of music
of highly diverse music genres but with constant tempo. Listeners were asked to tap to the beat for
each excerpt. From this, a distribution of perceived tempo was generated [17]. The two highest peaks
in the perceived tempo distribution for each excerpt were selected, along with their respective heights,
as the two tempo candidates for that particular excerpt. The height of a peak in the distribution is
assumed to represent the perceptual salience of that tempo. Each algorithm participating to this MIREX
task should also return two tempo candidates for each excerpt, with corresponding salience. This
ground-truth data is then compared to the predicted tempo, using a tolerance of 8% in each tempo
value in BPM. The two tempo candidates T1 and T2 associated with each excerpt of music correspond
to the two main metrical levels, such as for instance 40 and 80 BPM. We should note however that
other metrical levels can be accepted as well. For instance, the pulsation at 80 BPM might be further
decomposed into two, leading to another metrical level of 160 BPM. If an algorithm returns the values
80 and 160 BPM while the ground-truth was 40 and 80 BPM, this does not necessarily mean that half
of the results is incorrect. In Table 1, three values are given: the success rate to detect the two tempi
correctly (“both tempi”), to detect one tempo correct out of the two (“1 tempo”) and a P-score defined
as follows:
P = ST1 ∗ TT1 + (1 − ST1) ∗ TT2
(18)
where ST1 is the relative perceptual strength of T1 (given by ground-truth data, varying from 0 to 1.0),
TT1 is the ability of the algorithm to identify T1 within 8%, and TT2 is the ability of the algorithm to
identify T2 within 8% [5,16].
In 2013 [18], our proposed model (OL) obtained the fourth highest P-score, compared to models
from 2006 to 2013, as shown in Table 1. (The authors of model FW [19], submitted in 2015, already
submitted a model in 2013 [20] of slighly lower P-score but still surpassing OL’s score.) It can be noted
that these three better models are applicable only to music with stable tempo. Since then, OL has been
surpassed by the two aforementioned deep-learning models [1,2].
The current improved version of OL was submitted to the 2018 competition [21]. The frequency
resolution of the spectrogram is decreased (1 Hz instead of 0.1 Hz) without damaging the results.
This makes the computation significantly faster and less greedy in memory. To filter out non-relevant
peaks, the first peak at the lowest lag in the autocorrelation function is constrained to be preceded by
a valley with negative autocorrelation. As candidate metrical hierarchies can have various number
of levels, comparing the summation of the score would penalize those with fewer number of levels.
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Consequently, when comparing pairs of metrical hierarchies, only the most dominant levels of each
hierarchy are selected in such a way that we compare hierarchies with same number of levels. Finally,
a periodicity that is higher than 140 BPM cannot belong to the two selected metrical levels, except if
that fast pulsation is ternary, i.e., if the pulsation at the next level is three times lower. Apart from
the optimization in time and space, these improvements were designed to improve the robustness of
the algorithm. These improvements did not have an actual impact on the results of the MIREX task,
though: OL 2018 does not offer any improvement in the results compared to the 2013 submission.
Table 1. Comparison of MIREX results from all contestants of MIREX Audio Tempo Extraction from
2006 to 2018. For each author, only the model yielding best P-score is shown. The model presented in
this paper is shown in bold.
Contestant SB HS EF FW GK OL AK QH NW DP ES TL GP FK CD ZG AD SP MD DE AP PB GT CB ZL BD
Year (20xx) 15 18 13 15 11 13 06 14 10 06 10 10 12 12 13 11 06 11 14 06 06 06 10 13 18 14
Reference [1] [2] [22] [19] [23]
[6] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [26] [31] [7] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40]
P-score
0.90 0.88 0.86 0.83 0.83 0.82 0.81 0.80 0.79 0.78 0.77 0.76 0.75 0.75 0.74 0.73 0.72 0.71 0.69 0.67 0.67 0.63 0.62 0.61 0.60 0.54
1 tempo
0.99 0.98 0.94 0.95 0.94 0.92 0.94 0.92 0.91 0.93 0.91 0.89 0.86 0.85 0.91 0.82 0.89 0.93 0.85 0.79 0.84 0.79 0.69 0.85 0.68 0.64
both tempi 0.69 0.66 0.69 0.57 0.62 0.57 0.61 0.56 0.50 0.46 0.55 0.48 0.61 0.62 0.55 0.57 0.46 0.39 0.47 0.43 0.48 0.51 0.51 0.26 0.46 0.38

4.2. Assessment on Music with Variable Tempo
In the MIREX evaluation, the musical excerpts feature quasi-constant tempo. This might happen
often in popular music, but not all the time, and this does not hold generally true for other types of
music, and in particular in classical music. Methods that are designed uniquely for constant tempo
cannot be applied to this more general case.
The proposed model has been tested throughout its development and in a subsequent evaluation
phase using a corpus of music of diverse styles, mostly classical (spanning from baroque to modern
music) but with a rather high level of expressivity conveyed among other through continuous or
abrupt changes of tempo.
To evaluate the results given by the algorithm, an expert tapped to the beat while listening to
each excerpt, following first the metrical level he found the most salient, as well as any multiple or
subdivision of the metrical level that he considers as relevant as well. The resulting metrical structure
with its dynamic change over time is then compared qualitatively to the results given by our proposed
model. The result is considered successful if the multi-level tempo curve from the expert and from
the model correspond with a time tolerance of around one second (The expert’s tapping has not been
actually recorded, so the comparison is not formally systematized, but based on the expert’s qualitative
observation of the graphs produced by the algorithm.).
The analyses show that music with complex and fluctuating tempo can be successively tracked
up to a certain point, the most challenging examples leading to an incorrect tracking. Figures 6–8 show
examples of successful tracking: the first example (Figure 6) shows a perfectly clear metrical structure.
The second example (Figure 7) reveals one particular challenge: at time t = 40 s., there is a switch
from ternary to binary rhythm, leading to the relevant creation of the metrical level 0.5. The multiples
1.5, 2.5, etc. of that metrical level are not detected, and the corresponding periodicities have been
assimilated to other metrical levels: for instance, the metrical level 1.5 is associated with levels 1.87
and 1.33 alternatively.
Figure 9 shows an example of a correct tracking of the main metrical levels, but at the same time
with the inference of an excessive number of minor metrical levels.
Figure 10 presents a pathological case where, during the first 45 s, played only by the violas and
cellos, the quarter notes are not decomposed into two equal eighth notes, but instead the first eighth
note is slightly longer that the second one in each quarter note.
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Figure 9. Autocorrelation-based periodogram with tracking of the metrical structure for the first 160 s of a performance of the Aria from J. S. Bach’s Orchestral suite
No.3 in D minor, BWV 1068.
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Figure 10. Autocorrelation-based periodogram with tracking of the metrical structure for the first 150 s of a performance of the Allegretto from L. van Beethoven’s
Symphony No. 7 in A major.
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5. Metrical Description
Tracking a large range of metrical levels enables a detailed description of the dynamic evolution
of the metrical structure. For instance in Figure 7, the meter is initially and for the most part ternary.
However between 40 and 50 s. (corresponding to bars 77 to 92), a little before 80 s. as well as between
120 and 130 s., we see that the ternary rhythm is actually perceived as a binary rhythm, as shown by
the metrical level 0.5. Conversely in Figure 8, the meter is initially binary, but turns ternary after 80 s.
What is particularly interesting in those examples is also that the metrical structure changes,
but the tempo remains somewhat constant. This shows that tempo is not a sufficient information for
the description of metrical structure.
To give an indication of metrical activity that would not reduce solely on tempo but takes into
consideration the activity on the various metrical levels, we introduce a new measure, called dynamic
metrical centroid, which assesses metrical activity based on the computation of the centroid of the
periods of a range of selected metrical levels, using their autocorrelation score as weight. The metrical
centroid values are expressed in BPM, so that they can be compared with the tempo values also
in BPM. High values for the metrical centroid indicate that more elementary metrical levels (i.e.,
very fast levels corresponding to very fast rhythmical values) predominate. Low values indicate
on the contrary that higher metrical levels (i.e., slow pulsations corresponding to whole notes, bars,
etc.) predominate. If one particular level is dominant, the value of the metrical centroid naturally
approaches the corresponding tempo value on that particular level.

coefficient value (in BPM)

Metrical Centroid, son12.mp3
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Figure 11. Dynamic metrical centroid curve for the same performance of the Allegro con fuoco of A.
Dvorak’s New World Symphony analyzed in Figure 8.

Figure 11 shows the dynamic metrical centroid curve related to the Allegro con fuoco of A. Dvorak’s
New World Symphony as shown in Figure 8. The temporal evolution of the dynamic metrical centroid
clearly reflects the change of rhythmical activity between the different metrical levels, and the transition
between binary and ternary rhythm, which increases the overall perceived rhythmical speed.
6. Discussion
The computational model OL was integrated into version 1.6 of the open-source Matlab toolbox
MIRtoolbox [41]. It also includes Goto’s aforementioned accentuation curve algorithm [9], as well
as dynamic metrical centroid (mirmetroid). The updated version of OL submitted to MIREX 2018 is
integrated into version 1.7.2 of MIRtoolbox [42].
One main limitation of all current approaches in tempo estimation and beat tracking is that the
search for periodicity is carried out on a percussive representation of the audio recording or the score,
indicating bursts of energy or spectral discontinuities due to note attacks. Beyond this percussive
dimension, other musical dimensions can contribute to rhythm. In particular, successive repetitions
of patterns can be expressed in dimensions not necessarily conveyed percussively, such as pitch and
harmony. This shows the necessity of developing methods for metrical analysis related not only to
percussive regularities, but also to higher-level musicological aspects such as motivic patterns and
harmonic regularities.
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